Statement of Interest for RSSAC Caucus

Name:
Robert Martin-Legene

Affiliation and current position:
Packet Clearing House (PCH), Internet Infrastructure Specialist

Relevant qualifications
I have worked with DNS since I started working for the .DK TLD in 1993. In 2011 I joined Packet Clearing House (PCH), to focus on providing help, training and advice to TLD operators. I have a deep understanding of the DNS protocol, networking and DNSSEC.

Motivation:
I have a deep and sincere interest in the continued functioning of the DNS system. Scalability and correct resolution is very important me and to PCH. PCH provides secondary name service to many TLDs and also to some root server operators. I wish to be able to help the RSSAC become more visible.

Indication of availability
A few hours per week.

Formal roles and interests in the work of RSSAC
- Responsible for PCH's TLD services.
- Responsible for PCH's DNSSEC services.